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The usual suspects in the lineup at the barbeque

MOTR Barbeque
he Minis Of The Rockies (MOTR)
barbeque for 2003 was even more
fun than ever, if that’s possible. True, the
directions to Paul Herrmann’s house did lead
to a road blocked by construction, but Paul
had warned the workers, and they waved the
Minis on through—over a large water hose
that looked insurmountable from the drivers
seat of a Mini, but wasn’t. Some
arrivals went through the church
parking lot, but still ended up
having to cross the six inch hose
(it wasn’t full). They all drove
right past Chris Herrmann’s sign
that said “Road closed - really except for Minis.”
The food was excellent and
plentiful, the conversations were
stimulating, the drinks were cold
(except the red wine) and it was
an exceptional Colorado evening:
not too hot and no rain.
The group photo was slightly
different this year, as the new
MINIs were asked to please park off of the
grass. Paul learned last year that the extra
weight of the new cars is really hard on the
grass, and didn’t want a repeat of the lawn
problems.
There was also a voluntary collection of
$5 from each attendee for the charity race in
Second Creek. MOTR has already donated
$500, most of it coming from Bob Stanley
and Paul Herrmann, but Paul thought he
might catch some of the people who weren’t
at the regular meeting with this collection. He
put his son Chris in charge of collecting the
money, so the volunteer part was moot. Chris
is going to make a great enforcer.

T

Thank you Paul and Karen Herrmann and
MOTR Meeting
Bob Stanley for the extra effort you put in to
he July meeting of Minis Of The
make this annual event memorable.
Rockies (MOTR) was gaveled to
MOTR on Paul. MOTR on Karen. MOTR on order at 7:55 at the new meeting location,
Bob.
Pints Pub, and the first order of business was
Party on MOTR.
a call for opinions on the new space. It is
smaller than the old back room at Zang’s, but
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * the food is better, the parking is better, and
the group is isolated from the rest of the
patrons. Kenn apologized to everyone for
giving them the wrong information about
parking–no one is allowed to park without
paying in the lot right next to Pints.
However, Pints is owned by the same
people who own the breakfast place across
the street, so that parking lot is available,
and members are urged to park there for
free.
There is also no TV or VCR in Pints.
Several members suggested perhaps a
TV/VCR combo could be brought in, but
finally everyone agreed that a portable one
would be too small for enjoyment. Bob
Ok, let’s get this party started
Stanley said he would talk to the owner

T

The neoMINIs are too big to play on the lawn
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about having a TV and VCR installed
upstairs with Bob footing the bill. Everyone
cheered for Bob, but the manager said that
they didn’t want a TV upstairs no matter who
paid.

M.O.T.R. Meeting

Tuesday, August 5,
7:30 P.M.
Pints Pub
221 West 13th Ave
The meeting is upstairs. Members
arrive around 7:00 and the business
meeting starts around 8:00. The 50/50
raffle is the last order of business.
There will be discussions about Mini
Meet West in Victoria and a look at
some T-shirt graphics.

Next on the agenda was the upcoming
events for July. The weekend of the 19th is
going to be a busy one. There is a car rally in
Fort Collins, MINI5280 is having a run over
Trail Ridge Road, and the Second Creek
charity race for Kids in Need of Dentistry
(KIND) is on the 19th and 20th. Everyone
was encouraged to attend the Second Creek
race, not only because it is a charity event,
but because Second Creek is going away
next year. The close proximity to DIA
makes the land to valuable for mere racing.
Soon it will be condo city. The events start
at 9 and last until 4, and there is racing all
day. Charity contributors also get rides in
race cars at noon on both days.
Kenn then took count of the number of
people who are planning to enjoy the ride
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from Pueblo, adMinistrated by Jeff Zissler–he
wants to know how many are coming: 6 yeas
and 1 maybe.
Bill Frakes took the floor to talk up the
British Car Conclave. He brought the new
poster for this year, obtained as the MOTR
representative at the Conclave committee
meeting. He wanted to know if we were
going to sell anything this year and whether
MOTR was going to rent a parts booth?
Michael Playle asked Bill to check and see
if we could sell club paraphernalia where we
park our Minis, because we usually don’t
have spare parts to sell. If we do decide to
get a booth, Darren, Vince, Bill and Kenn all
volunteered to staff it for an hour each.
Frans and Steve Read volunteered to help
park cars in the early morning. If any one
else wants to volunteer to help, call Bill
Frakes at 303-671-2506.
The Nostalgia Breckenridge Historics,
August 23-24, is going to have a poker rally
and an autocross, as well as the hill climb.
Nostalgia is encouraging owners of smaller
cars to make the trip. They want to try and
get as many people as possible up for the
weekend to encourage Breckenridge to assist
in holding a race in the streets in the future.
If they can get enough enthusiasm for
racing, it might be possible. Everyone in the
racing community mourns the loss of the
racing in the streets that used to take place
every year in Steamboat Springs, and the
Nostalgia folks are trying to get a race
together in Breckenridge. Rally round the
cause, folks!
Also in August is Mini Meet West in
Victoria, BC. Kenn, Bill Frakes and Bob
Stanley are the only Denver MOTRheads
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who are going. The host hotel is full, but
Kenn found a nice hotel a few blocks away
that is cheaper and has a better pool. Bob
reserved 4 rooms for them.

M.O.T.R. On

Date
August 9
August 23
September 13
October
November
December 6

AdMINIstrator
Mini Meet West
Breckenridge Hill
Climbs
Conclave Ride the
Rockies
Open
Open
Christmas party

Steve and Tracy Schuster found a place
that will print new stickers with the MOTR
logo. After much discussion, a vote was taken
to buy 125 two inch stickers for $185. They’ll
be available to members for $2 each, which
will cover the costs and make a little money
for MOTR (eventually).
There was still nothing to show for the Tshirts, but there was quite a discussion. The
set-up costs for the four screens (4 color) is
going to be high, and the T-shirts might end
up costing almost $20 each. Do the members
want a T-shirt that expensive? There was
much mumbling, but nothing will
be decided until we know more
about costs–keep your fingers
crossed.
The Denver Grand Prix is
looking for a few good volunteers.
Kenn Lively and Dick Shearer
volunteered last year and are doing
so again this year. Kenn suggested
that anyone who volunteers should
ask for area Foxtrot–that’s the pit
area where all the fun is. Call Kenn
at 303-300-0770 or 303-758-8846,
or just send him an e-mail:
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Wold proceeded to take the qualifying lead
from the usual hot shoes, Mark Hansen,
Rocky Mountain Vintage Racing
Sprite #30 and Pat Weber in Mini #69. These
2003 Schedule of Events
three battled it out all weekend with some
excellent racing. The final order remained the
Sept.
6/7
La Junta Race
same, even after the three started at the back
Sept.
20/21
Pueblo Enduro
of the pack on the final race. Other Minis in
order of qualifying were Trey Oliver, Wayne
Siebrecht, Randy McConnell, Pete Myers,
David Patton, me, Brian Moulton
and Heidi Sollars/Karen Cooley.
kennlively@bod.net for the name and e-mail
Amazingly, most Minis were
of the person to whom one volunteers. Vince
running at the end except David
and Carolyn Quick brought a Fiat Club
Patton’s with a cracked piston and
newsletter that offers discount tickets to the
Ted Hummel’s which lost a clutch
Grand Prix for folks who don’t want to
early on. Pete Myers even did a
volunteer. If anyone is interested in discount
clutch change Saturday night after
tickets, contact the newsletter editor, Tish, at
the drive straps broke. One
roxyred@yahoo.com.
interesting footnote: There was a
The annual MOTR barbeque at Paul and
drawing for various prizes with all
Karen Herrmann’s house is July 15, from 5
race car sponsors (contributors)
until it’s finished. Paul asked that everyone
eligible and two out of three of
call someone who doesn’t usually come to the
my sponsors (Lesley and my
monthly meeting to make sure they know
dentist) won RMVR Drivers
about the party. He is also asking each club
School certificates. Sorry Bob but
member to donate $5 to benefit the Kids In
Dick Shearer ready to go racing
you didn’t win it this time.
Need of Dentistry (KIND). This is in addition
to the monies already collected for the race.
Rocky Mountain Vintage
Armando reminded everyone to send in
*********** ************
Grand Prix
their pictures for the new calendar, snail mail
July 19-20,2003
or e-mail: Armando Martinez
To Pueblo and Beyond
By Dick Shearer
By Kenn Lively
3122 W. Clyde Pl.
he Tooth Fairy Race weekend at
he July ride for Minis Of The
Denver CO 80211
Second Creek Raceway, being a
Rockies (MOTR) had representatives
or e-mail armando@mando-matic.com.
charity
event
benefitting
KIND
(Kids
In
Need
from
all
along the frontrange corridor, Fort
The 50/50 raffle was without donations
from Ralph Schomp this month, but the of Dentistry), brought out a good turnout of Collins to Pueblo. Michael Playle drove down
winner took home $29 (so did MOTR), and spectators, unusual cars and Minis. The pace from Fort Collins and met Kenn Lively in
cars included a supercar Ferrari F-40, an Denver for the wee small hours of the
the first meeting at Pints was concluded.
immaculately
prepared 1921 Packard V-12 morning drive to Pueblo to meet the other
************************
racer, and even a Mini (Ted drivers by 9:00. Michael and Kenn thought it
Hummel). There were lots of MOTR would take just over two hours to get from
heads wandering around in the Denver to Pueblo—wrong! It took just an
paddock, and most impressive was hour and a half. No traffic to speak of at the
the number of Mini racers–eleven. crack of 6:30, so they arrived at the
This was the greatest Mini turnout at rendezvous over an hour early. Enough time
a local race in memory. The list to gas up and get a large table at the Cracker
included two out of state guests, Greg Barrel.
Wold and his hot #88 from Minnesota
Jeff Zissler and Diane joined the group
and David Patton from Oklahoma next, representing Pueblo (Jeff was the road
with #35, which had been originally adMinistrator), followed quickly by the
race prepped by Greg.
Castle Rock reps, Keny and Cheryl Hay and
The Small Bore Group racing the Colorado Springs rep, Brad Mott.
Pat Weber at speed
produced some surprises as Greg

T

T
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Breakfast was soon finished and the
group hit the road for Walsenburg and the
turn off to highway 160. This freeway jaunt
was one of the slowest of the day—it was
early, there were no cars on the highway to
speak of, and nary a rabbit in sight.
Jeff stopped at a parking lot in
Walsenburg to talk about the ride, then led
everyone out 160 to the Cuchara turnoff
(highway 12), and a quick photo op stop at
the windmill with the mountains as a back
drop. After that it was furious twisty bits and
grins galore.
At the “convenience stop” in Cuchara,
everyone agreed that whoever put up the
signs for the thirty mile-an-hour corners must
have been driving a wallowing behemoth
because the Minis, both classic and neo, had
no problem negotiating them at around 60.
The original plan was to follow highway
12 into Trinidad and have lunch, but when
Jeff stopped to point out the coke ovens along
the highway and the discussion turned to
lunch, no one was hungry yet—the group was
making much better time than estimated, and
everyone was still full from breakfast. This
stymied Jeff, as he had just planned as far as
the lunch stop, so Kenn whipped out his map
to find more scenic routes.
Jeff pointed to highway 165 and said
“We could always go see Bishop’s Castle.”
“What’s Bishop’s Castle?”
“You’ve never been to Bishop’s Castle?
We have to go,” so everyone piled back into
their Minis and the group was off again (they
were probably off the whole time).
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The Minis are ready, but where are the drivers?
Trinidad was only a junction to get back
onto I-25, not the planned lunch stop. This
freeway blast had more traffic, and there were
a couple of rabbits to follow. For the
uninitiated, a rabbit is a vehicle that is
traveling at about the speed desired for
making good time, hopefully with a radar
detector. Fall in behind at a discreet distance
and if an official vehicle takes notice, they
notice the vehicle in front (the rabbit) and the
discreet followers have plenty of time to slow
down enough to be unnoticeable! These
rabbits happened to be big pick-m-up trucks
hauling trailers with a boat behind one, and

King Arthur never showed
two jet skis behind the other—and they were
moving right along. No one was going to
notice the Minis behind them, except for the
people who waved, pointed and took pictures
as the Minis zoomed past.
Let’s head for those mountains
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and be on the castle parapets (it looks way
rickety), but were interested in walking
around on the ground floor and seeing the
cornerstone. The cornerstone was laid in
1969, and Mr. Bishop has been working on it
ever since. A most impressive edifice, with
lots of visitors shelling out some volunteer
donations to clamor over the building, some
even brave enough to ring the bell at the
tippy-top of the spire. No MOTR members,
however felt inclined to hazard the walkways
or the ladders that led to the most precarious
locations.
The ride adMinistrator and Mr. Fixit
After leaving the castle, the road was
In no time the group turned off at means that the fuel pump is no longer getting even more fun than prior to the castle
Colorado City for highway 165. It was perfect power, so when the light came on for good, (especially for Kenn), and the group was
timing for Kenn, because there had been a he promptly ran out of gas and had to pull grinning like they had new teeth by the time
few drops of rain while on the freeway, and over to try and fix the problem.
This problem was not handled quite as
when Kenn turned on his windshield wipers,
quickly as the wipers, but the same method
nothing happened.
While those who wanted gas topped up was employed: wiggle the wires. Kenn swore
their gas tanks, Kenn and Michael wiggled that it had happened before, and wiggling the
wires under the hood until the wipers started alternator wires solved it. Not this time.
working—it’ll give Kenn something to work Nothing seemed to work.
About the time all wires had been
on before heading off for Victoria and Mini
wiggled at least four times, Jeff and Michael
Meet West.
It’s hard to say which was the more fun, showed back up—they had been just ahead of
the winding mountain road on the way to the Kenn, and it took them a while to realize that
castle or the castle itself. Kenn would they were alone and get turned around.
probably say just getting to the castle was Michael whipped out his tools to be of
best, because it was on this stretch of road service, but there was really nothing that
that Kenn had his second electrical problem. could be done with the tools. Just when Kenn
Winding through the mountains, the was getting ready to tell everyone to go on
alternator/generator light became intermittent: and he would wait for a tow, Michael
it would come on, then go off, then come on discovered a loose connection at the fuse box,
again. This usually is not a problem, because and wiggled the Mini back to life. Everything
even without an alternator, the battery will worked fine until the fuse box cover was
power the motor for a while. Unfortunately pressed back on: dead again. Removal of the
for Kenn, when the light comes on it also cover and some delicate wiggling got the fuel
pump running again and this
time the cover was left off for
the rest of the drive. Another
fix before Mini Meet West.
The spire of the castle
could be seen across a small
Would you walk on those ladders?
valley and looked like
something looming up from a Jeff stopped in Wetmore for a late lunch for
King Arthur story, but when the everyone. Too late for some: Keny, Cheryl
group parked and walked up, it and Brad all had to get back to their
was even more impressive. No respective digs and said their goodbyes
one wanted to walk up the stairs without lunch, and headed out.
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After an excellent lunch, it was a quick
blast up highway 67 to highway 50 where Jeff
and Diane waved their goodbyes and turned
for Pueblo. Kenn and Michael kept driving up
highway 115 toward Colorado Springs.
It wasn’t a quick trip to Denver this time.
It was Sunday afternoon and everyone was on
the highway heading for home after a
weekend of fun. Driving was intense in the
narrowed lanes of the Colorado Springs
construction, and thunder showers kept
threatening to dump at any moment—big
drops splattering but never a full blast
downpour. Traffic got worse at Larkspur:
droves were leaving the Renaissance Festival
before the thunder storms got’m.
Kenn and Michael just crept along with
the rest of the traffic until Denver, when
Kenn said farewell, and Michael continued on
to Ft. Collins. Michael had the longest day,
and was the most help when the prince of
darkness struck. Wonder if he wants to go to
Mini Meet West?
***********************

August 11 - 14
The drive starts Saturday, August 9 at 7:00
from Denver and there is still time to join
Bob Stanley, Bill Frakes and Kenn Lively
for this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.

If you and your Mini are up to it, call the
road adMinistrator at 303-758-8846 or send
an e-mail to kennlively@bod.net - you
won’t regret it.
************************
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EVENT
*COOLEY’S 11th ANNUAL END OF SUMMER PARTY
DATE:
LOCATION:
CHAIRMAN:
RACE STEWARD:
ENTRY FEE:
LATE ENTRY FEE:
DEADLINE:

August 16, 2003
11945 W. Temple Drive Morrison, CO 80465
Chris & Karen Cooley (303) 933-9339
Little Girl (The cat who runs the house, and us)
Bring a Dish (see below)
Bring beer!!!
RSVP by August 11th

Note: The pool will be open!!!!

EVENT SCHEDULE
REGISTRATION:
TECH:
DRIVER’S MEETING:
GREEN FLAG:

Any time
If it’s a great dish, bring the recipe (Tech Sheet)
And anyone else who wants to
1:00 p.m. (1st beer 1:01 p.m.)

Please Note: There will be alcohol fuel (beer) and soft drinks available.
Hot dogs and hamburgers will also be provided. Paddock space is limited, so
please bring a lawn chair or blanket. (see directions)

If your last name begins with:
LETTERS

ITEM

A-H
J-S
T-Z

Appetizers or “chippy” things
Salad or side dish
Dessert

CANCELLATION POLICY: There is none! Just show up and have fun!!!!
Directions:
I-76 or I-70 to C-470 East to Quincy Exit
East to Simms (round-a-bout)
South 1 block to W. Temple Drive
West 2 blocks on the North side of the street

OR

Hampden (285) West to Kipling
South to Quincy
West to Simms (round-a-bout)
South 1 block to W. Temple Drive
West 2 blocks on the North side
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c/o Kenn Lively
1595 S. Hudson St.
Denver CO 80222
303-300-0770
kennlively@bod.net
Minis Of The Rockies
2003 Meeting Schedule
August
5
October
7
December
6
(Christmas Party)

September 2
November 4

